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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------So, whenever the Receiver section comes under that light
Abstract - In this Project we have built a Li-Fi Based
1,2,3

first it detects its intensity and codeword stored in this
light with the help of those LDR arrays and then it
compared with stored data in this microcontroller and
then it plays the Voice Narrator message with the help of
APR33A3 Voice Module. Also, if there is any obstacle then
it gives alert message to user and can tell the intensity of
obstacle harm ness with the Vibrator motors speed. If user
want the specific direction from the present location, then
he can can it with the help of direction showing Vibrator
motors like if user want to go in forward direction then the
forward motor starts vibration. [5] This way the user gets
the benefits of this system. [2]

Indore Navigation System for visually impaired peoples. We
see right now various technologies are there to solve the
problems of those peoples like in some places there is brail
language-based direction indicator and Voice narratorbased direction indicators are also available but those are
not that much useful for them. As this system needs to press
button every time to know the right now position. But in our
solution, we have removed that problems and made this
system is automatic as soon as the user enters in new
premises he will get the alert message including the area
name, Direction where the user is going and any obstacles
nearby the users. and as this technology is using the Li-Fi
communication the speed of information transfer is much
more faster and easier it no longer need those microwaves
based WiFi and Zigbee Devices.

2. System Description
This Li-Fi Navigation system consists of various electronics,
hardware and software components. As described in
system block diagram shown in Fig-1. & in Fig -2.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today we see most of the visually impaired peoples are
uses the normal stick and checks the way by continuously
moving this stick around the road they can judge the
directions. With this some this they might go in wrong
place too. Or some time could even can get the exact
obstacle information like Electricity board, so this might
be dangerous to them.to avoid this all problems we have
designed the system that we can mount on our Normal
stick and can avoid all such problems. [1]

Fig -1: Block Diagram of Transmitter

In our system there are two modules one is Transmitter
section module and another one is receiver section
module. Both are needs at same time to work this system
efficiently. In transmitter section there we have Saved the
data of any Particular location where this transmitter
module is going to fit like, Direction data, Obstacle
information. etc and for this data we have given a code
word for this location. [3] Using the Encode and data
selector modules and this data we have given to the High
current led drives which took that data and modulates this
data in Visible Light. In this part the modulation in light
domain means we are not changing the lights dimming
with respect to intensity but we are just passing this code
word through that light. Means with this light we can get
the Light focus too in the wardrobe.
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Fig -2: Block Diagram of Receiver
As shown in this system diagram of Transmitter section we
have the data of that particular location that we can choose
with this data selector block and then encode this data with
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Encoder ICs. Then this encoded data we send to the LED
driver to modulate this data in light amplification domain.
In receiver section we receives the light on LDR array this
light consists of encoded code word then we with the help
of decoder block we decode this message and send it to
microcontroller then microcontroller decided the location
and according to it tells the location to user with help of
APR33A3 module. If the in present there are any obstacles
then this obstacles user can feels with the Vibrator motors
speed. If user wants to know the specific direction then
microcontroller tells the direction by vibration directional
Motors.

3. Hardware Design:

Fig -4: LDR

A. Microcontroller:

C. Vibrator Motor

This System is Equipped with Atmel’s Atmega 328
Microcontroller this is High Performance 8 Bit
Microcontroller with RISC Architecture. It has 14 general
purpose I/O Pins and various resources. We have chosen
this microcontroller just because of it has sufficient GPIO
pins to connect our various Sensors and it has 2 UARTS. In
our System Major Sensors are based on Serial
Communication Interface of information exchange this
microcontroller best suits for this application.

For the direction showing purpose and for Obstacle alert
notification purpose we have used the Vibrator motor by
which we can get the vibrations on our stick, so we can
judge the Direction or and Obstacles. [4] We have used
three Vibration motors From, Left and right which shows
he direction for particular way and by the intensity of
vibrations we can sense the obstacle distance. this is a
simple DC Motor with the Half-weighted shaft due to this
we can experience the vibration attached to the stick.

Fig -5: Vibrator Motor
Fig -3: Atmega 328P

4. Result & Discussion of Result:

B. LDR Array:

The system with Receiver section mounted on the blind
peoples stick. This system telling the voice-based narrator
alert message to user about the present location where he
is standing right now. Also, the System starts vibrating in
specific direction when user wants to know the direction.

LDR is a Light Dependent Resistor. Which means that the
resistance of this is varies as we put the light on it. It comes
in some specific fixed constant value at normal day light. So
we can choose it according to our microcontrollers
specification. By using the array of LDRs we can get
average resistance across all LDRs. This will give the more
accuracy.

5. CONCLUSION
In addition to the uses of Li-Fi, it also satisfies the
requirements of providing indoor navigation and
also helps the visually impaired people to avoid
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obstacles and will also let them know about their
current location. This technology will not only allow
a user with visual disabilities to ambulate into an
indoor environment while avoiding obstacles, but it
could also help them interact with the environment.
In the future we will not only have 14 billion light
bulbs, we may have 14 billion Li -Fi deployed
worldwide for a cleaner, greener and even a brighter
future.
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